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Vginia' hopes for the future rest squarely
on the maintenance ofa healthy state economy.
It is ea y to forget that, as late as the 1950s, the
per capita income ofVirginians ranked among
the bottom third of the American tate. But
by the late 1980s, with four decades of solid
progress led by the growth of orthern
Virginia, per capita income in Virginia had
limbed int the national top 10.
owever, e
n
e sion is a r minder
that the tate's prosperity is far from as ured.
Defense cuts and military base closings threaten
important gments of the Virginia economy.
Foreign competition and obsolescence imperil
the low-wage, basic industries on which large
areas of the Commonwealth rely. Tobacco,
Virginia' most valuable crop, and the cigarette
indu try are at risk. Many Virginia workers lack
the kills to hold their own in the world economy
of the 21 t entury.
t the arne time, the C mmonw alth ha
many assets and opportunitie . Virginia enjoys
mid- tlantic Coast location close to

Virginians can take
what is handed
to them, relying
on past approaches
to sustain
prosperity,
or they can
work to shape
their own
economic destiny.

Washington, D.C. Its world-class seaport and
Dulles Airport are gateways for trade and tourism. Its system of higher education is nationally
recognized. The Old Dominion has a histor T
of honest, fiscally responsible government. It
has a diver e industrial base, an ample, motivated work force, and a supportive busine
climate. It has a natural environment of un urpa sed beauty and bounty as well as diver e
hIstorical and cultural resources that make for
a high quality of life.
The publicity around several marquee
projects has also turned the spotlight on the
state's econOffi)T. Virginians were spectators wh n
Mercedes-Benz located in Alabama and BMW
decided to build in outh Carolina. The tat
was an also-ran in the national bidding for the
United ir Lines maintenance ba e and came
in second in the contest for the LEGO theme
park. But all this changed last ovember when
the Disney corporation unveiled its plans to build
Disney's i\merica in western Prince William
County. tate government pulled out all the
top to cement th deal, offering 131 million dollars in state incentives for the hi tory
theme park. Then, this past May, the tat
announced it would put up 30 million to h Ip
Volvo-GM expand in Pulaski Count.
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The focus on big-ticket projects has been
accompanied by claims that Virginia has failed to
land prospects because it does not offer enough subsidies and inducements. In particular, some contend
that Virginia has lost industry to neighboring North
Carolina because it does not offer the right incentives (while North Carolinians, ironically, may be
having second thoughts about their use of incentives) .
Until now, Virginia has been chary in its use
of incentives. Article X, Section 10 of the Virginia
Constitution prohibits the use of public funds and
credit to foster and encourage the construction and
operation ofprivate enterprise. Moreover, a tall stack
of studies questions the effectiveness of incentives
-:-in-i-nfluencing industry location-decisions
sp
• this research, the sentiment is swelling that Virginia
has to strengthen its hand if it is going to hold its
own in the bidding for outside industry.
Yet there is a limit on how much state and
local governments can spend on economic development. Incentives and subsidies can be expensive.
For example, Alabama pledged $253 million to
Mercedes to create 1,500 jobs (at a cost of$169,000
per job). Economic development must vie with other
priorities like education and public safety. And as
the state offers incentives to out-of-state enterprises,
its current corporate citizens-the companies that
pay state taxes and employ Virginia workers-may
put in their own claims for special treatment.
Faced with an uncertain economic future,
Virginians have a choice: They can take what is
handed to them, or they can work to shape their
own economic destiny. The latter approach underlies the calls in recent years for the Commonwealth
to adopt an economic strategy.

Commission (1990-93), and the Blue Ridge Economic Development Commission (since 1991).
Also, state-level attention was directed to the
needs of Virginia's rural areas in the Strategic Plan
for Rural Development (1991) and to urban centers in the final report of the Governor's Advisory
Commission on the Revitalization of Urban Areas
(1993). In addition, the Commission on Population Growth and Development (since 1989) has
promoted state-level strategic planning and urged
the adoption of a Virginia Growth Strategies Act.
The business community has also spoken up
about the need for a state strategy. The Virginia
Chamber ofCommerce circulated An Economic Vision
fOr Virginia (1993). A study done for the Chamber
said that" ack
a com re ensive long-term plan
and statewide vision for the state developed through
business and citizen participation, support and consensus" is a major impediment to Virginia's
competitiveness. The Chamber's vision statement
identified 7 promising sectors, from aerospace to
international trade, and described 11 broad goals
and actions to achieve its vision.
Creation of a strategy is moving ahead under
the Allen administration. In his first State of the
Commonwealth speech, Governor Allen said:
The Commonwealth has been lumbering along
without an economic development strategy,
and Virginians have paid the price through
the loss of good jobs to our competitors.
In May, the governor announced his Opportunity
Virginia initiative, a chief component of which is
the framing of a "strategic plan for jobs and prosperity." The effort is being headed by Secretary of
Commerce and Trade Robert T. Skunda and carried out by a 38-member steering committee and 8
working groups organized around key industry sectors. The statewide project will get input from 18
regional economic development councils appointed
CALL FORAN ECONOMIC
by the governor.
STRATEGY
Yet at this juncture, the Commonwealth still
Several attempts have been made to prepare an economic game plan since 1984 when the Governor's lacks an agreed-upon economic plan-forced to make
Commission on Virginia's Future wrote that critical decisions about projects like Disney with"Virginia should formulate an economic develop- out the guidance a strategy would offer. As it moves
ment strategy." Early in 1992, the Virginia Economic to put its own stamp on economic development,
Recovery Commission, chaired by Lieutenant Gov- the Allen administration would be well advised to
ernor Donald S. Beyer, made proposals to position review previous studies and learn from earlier at"Virginia as the best state in the nation in which to tempts to devise a strategy.
Virginia also would do well to borrow the strado business." Other state reports included the Virginia Economic Development Policy (Secretary of tegic planning methods used by successful corporations
Economic Development, 1992) and Comprehensive and a number of state governments with economic
Strategic Plan fOr Economic Development (Secretary strategies-in particular, Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia,
of Commerce and Trade, 1994). Regional initia- Florida, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Montana, Oregon,
tives have included the Southwest Virginia Economic and Texas.
Done right, "strategic planning is a process
Development Commission(1985-87), the A.L.
Philpott Southside Economic Development designed for a risky, demanding environment where
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hard choices must be made about what should be
don and wh re results, not good intentions, define
success." Strategic planning addresses the fundamental
and long term. Above all, it implies a commitment
to act.

~

ANECONOMIC STRATEGY?

Virginia's need for an economic strategy (and the
problems created by the absence of a strategy) is
illustrated by the Dis~y's America project. Much
of the fracas ver Disney could have been avoided
if Virginia had an agreed-upon strategy in place. As
it has unfolded, the debate over Disney reveals the
lack of several essentials.
o se s s e is ey s te ow
ee
lack of agreement over the state's economic development policies and the ends they should serve.
Vision & Goals The Disney debate is taking
place without any vision of what kind of economy
Virginians want or what goals they hope to achieve.
The project i being advocated on the basis of job
creation without any agreement that the goal of state
policy is job creation. Ifjob creation is a goal, the state
has not set any other goals that describe what kinds of
jobs it wants to create and where.
Policy Coordination The conflict over Disney
reveals a lack of coordination among state policies
for economic development, transportation, housing and community development, environmental
protection (particularly air quality), land use, and
hi toric pre ervation.
Regional Policy Disney propo e to locate in
a fast-growth area with almost no unemployment.
Meanwhile, ther historic areas of the Commonwealth experience high unemployment and
underemployment. There has been no official deci ion about hether developments like Disney ought
to be targeted to lagging r gions or localities.
Intergovernmental Coordination Di ney's
bumpy road to Haymarket is due in part to a lack
of policy coordination among the state, local, and
federal governments-reflected in intergovernmental
disputes over highways and air quality.
Use of Incentives The state proposes to provide $131 million in incentives for Disney without
any prior clearly stated policy on incentives that says
what kinds of incentives, if any, are appropriate,
under what circumstances, and in what amounts.
Intraregional Coordination Much of the
dispute about Disney has to do with the project's effect
on adjacent localities, particularly Fauquier and Loudoun
counties. tate support for a Disney location in western
Prince William County has come without any policy or
plan for the region's development, although the project is
sure to have regionwide impacts.

Economic Development Priorities The Disney
project moved to the top of the state's economic
development agenda without consideration being
given to where the project ranks relative to other
priorities like defense conversion, job training, and
infrastructure development.
Sector Policy Implicit in the state's support
for Disney is a decision to emphasize tourism and
real estate development. Yet, other than its longstanding stre s on manufacturing, the state does not
have any policy that sets priorities among sectors.
State support for Disney might be less contentious
if Virginia had a strategy that set priorities among
sectors.
Growth Policy The Disney project comes at
ewe e s 0
0 l' cy fo r
e
Commonwealth' growth and development. How
does Virginia intend to resolve the conflicting imperatives of stimulating, sustaining, and managing
growth? How much growth does Virginia want?
What kinds? Where? No state plan exists to deal
with the growth Disney will generate.
Predictability A potential investor like Disney
must make major investments without knowing what
the game is, much less how it is played. Local governments, local businesses, and citizens also face

As the state
otters incentives
to out-at-state
enterprises, its
current corporate
citizens may put in
their own claims for
special treatment.
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7 Essential Steps in Strategic Planning,
Applied to Economic Development in Virginia
1. Environmental Scan

Take stock of how major external forces-e.g., political,
economic, social, and technology-related-will affect the
Virginia economy.
2. Situation Analysis

Assess the Virginia economy-its strengths and weaknesses, assets and liabilities. Also, review the
opportunities and threats facing the Commonwealth, and
evaluate Virginia's position relative to its competitors.
3. Vision

evelo an image 0 a desire
on ic u ure or
Virginia, a picture of what kind of economy Virginians want.
4. Goals and Objectives

Translate the vision into unambiguous, concise attainable, but ambitious statements about the economic ends
to be achieved (goals) and specific, measurable targets
for what is to be done, by whom, within what time
(objectives).

5. Strategy and Tactics
Decide on a coherent, coordinated package of actions
that deploy resources to achieve the state's economic
goals. Set a clear overall direction for economic development policies and programs in the midst of a changing
environment (strategy). Specify the short-run, operational
steps to carry out the strategy and meet the state's objectives (tactics).
6. Implementation

Do it. Commit the resources and take the actions necessary to implement the strategy.
7. Evaluation and Revision.

Evaluate how well the state does in executing its
economic strategy. If necessary, revise the strategy.

3
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uncertainty as a result of the absence of established
state policy.
Planning Capacity The Disney project was
announced without any state or regional plan in place.
In the midst of competing claims about jobs and
environmental and transportation impacts, there has
been no independent analysis of the project's economic impacts-partly because there is no agency
to conduct such an analysis.
The Disney Company, like all the parties
involved, has suffered from a lack of policy to guide
decisions about its project. In the absence of policy,
major decisions get made in an ad hoc manner.
Commitments get made that are hard to reverse for
political reasons. Even ifVirginia had a widely agreedupon strat gy, the Disney annOHBC ment wou
av
met with protests. But such a plan would have helped
set the parameters for the debate and set standards
to reconcile competing claims. As the Commonwealth moves to design an economic framework,
care must be taken to address the fundamental
strategic issues on its own term , and not contrive a
strategy just to justify the state' support for Disney.

BNEFITS OF AN ECONOMIC
STRATEGY
De igning and implementing a strategy on which
there i wide pread agreement among key players
and broad public support will help Virginia:
• think strategically about the Virginia economy
and develop effective strategies.
• develop a widely shared vision of the kind
of economic future Virginians desire.
• reach a consensus on needs and priorities.
• clarify future directions for state and local
po tcte an program.
et prioritie and allocate re ource among
economic development policies and programs.
• coordinate state and local, public and private
economic development efforts.
develop a coherent, defensible basis for making
economic development policy decisions.
• deal effectively with a rapidly changing economic
environment.
• make sure today's policies and programs
anticipate tomorrow's needs.
• provide a mission for economic development
agencies and programs.
• offer objectives and benchmarks against which
the performance of economic development
programs can be judged.

RERGING REALITIES
Any strategy for the Commonwealth should be based
on the realities of the 1990s and not the memories
of the 1950s, 60s, and 70s. That strategy should
take into account several megatrends.
Defense in Retreat Virginia has long relied
on military spending and benefitted tremendously
from the Reagan defense buildup. However, the
defense economy and related industries like shipbuilding are now at risk, threatened by defense cuts
and base closings.
Globalization The Commonwealth is part of
an emerging world economy, as much affected by
developments in Bangkok as in Buena Vista. World
trade will make up a larger share of the state's
economy, ma ing Qr -ig
inational firms commonplace, and creating even
tougher struggles for national and world markets.
Revolution in Technology New technology
is spawning whole new industries and opportunities while other industries fail to keep pace. As
computers and automation find their way into businesses of all kinds, many industries and job will
change or be eliminated.
Dwindling Job Mobility The interstate mobility of jobs within the United tates has fallen
sharpl . Most industrial expansions take place within
25 mile of an existing facility.
Second War Among the States Almost
every stat makes an energetic effort to attract outside inve tment. The result is a costly, zero-sum
contest to lure industry.
Corporate Restructuring Corporate America
i down izing, outsourcing, and exporting jobs. Businesses are retooling and introducing new technologies
and management techniques.
Shift in Job Creation Much of the growth in
the U.S. economy is coming from new and small busine ses, not from big companies in mature industrie .
Deindustrialization Much of the low-wage,
basic manufacturing that triggered Virginia's postwar success is going overseas or is threatened by foreign
competition and technological obsolescence. Thi
is a colossal problem in much of non-metropolitan
Virginia, where local economies are based on manufacturing.
Service Economy While manufacturing's share
of state employment has sagged, employment in
service industries, wholesale and retail trade, finance,
insurance, and real estate has soared.
Work Force Quality The future economy will
require a work force that is well-trained, highly skilled,
adaptable, and resilient. Many Virginia workers lack
the literacy, numeracy, problem-solving abilities, and
interpersonal and communications skills needed to
survive in the global economy.
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Haves & Have Nots Over the past two
decade , America has seen a widening gap in
income distri ution. The young and those without
college education, especially, have seen their real
incomes drop. Despite a growth in two-wage-earner
households, any families have failed to keep up
with inflatio . Poverty remains an unhappy fact of
life, and some see the emergence of a permanent
underclass.
Disparities Many localities and regions have
not shared in Virginia's overall growth-in fact, most
of the growth has occurred in a handful of suburban cities and counties. The result is a widening
disparity between prosperous suburbs and almost
everywhere else.
A rO c
r
Minin While vital in some
localities, farming has ebbed to where it contributes negligibly to overall state product, earnings, and
employment. Coal mining continues to be subject
to the ups and downs of world markets. With further automation, mining employment will fall even
as production rises.
Environmental Pressures The Commonwealth
is likely to see more stringent standards to protect
the environment and may suffer intermittent energy shortages.
Limits to Growth Prosperity is a mixed blessing. Residents ofmany growing suburbs find themselve
stuck in traffic, afflicted by pollution and the loss of a
sense of place. Rapid growth al 0 jeopardizes matchIe s resource like the Chesapeake Bay.

7:,.0 STRATEGIC APPROACHES
As Virginia comes to grip with its economic future, a number of strategies are available to the
Commonwealth. Broadly speaking, these trategies
a.re of two ki ds.

Growt -from-Wi hout strategies r st on attracting enterprises, often corporate headquarters and
branch plant operations, from other states and countries. Initiatives to promote foreign trade and increase
tourism also rest on growth from outside. Growthfrom-without strategies assume that the state's future
prosperity requires an influx of capital. Criticisms
of such strat gies may resemble those contained in
the seminal 1986 report, Shadows in the Sun beLt.
That report likened the hunt for outside industry
to the great buffalo hunts of the last century where
hunters, even after the herds were gone, continued
in their pursuit, hoping to bag one of the few remaining hides. Since the 60s, when Virginia set up
an office to recruit industry, state programs have
taken a growth-from-without approach.
Growth-from-Within strategies seek to increase
the Commonwealth's economic base by directly

assisting Virginia companies, upgrading the
Commonwealth's work force, and investing in
infrastructure. Such strategies seek to foster new
enterprises and prompt existing companies to
expand. They may also aid struggling companies
and industries. Proponents of such strategies argue
that it makes more sense for Virginia to tend to its
present employers (and their potential to create jobs)
and to train its own workers than to engage in
an expensive pursuit of footloose companies.
Such strategies, however, create doubts about
the cost, advisability, and appropriateness ofthe larger
government role in the state's economy implied
by those strategies, especially the propriety of using
tax dollars to help individual companies and
indu tries.

In the absence
of policy, major
decisions get
made in an
ad hoc manner.
Commitments get
made that are
hard to reverse
for political reasons.

TRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES
The Commonwealth could adopt a number of different strategies for its economic future. While there
is some room to mix and match strategies, pursuing more than two or three at once is likely to lead
to lack offocus, fragmentation, and disappointment.
Muddling Through Virginia goes on doing
pretty much what it has been doing. Organized state
efforts stress industrial recruitment, and a number
oflocal governments do likewise. Occasional efforts
are made to promote Virginia through gubernatorial trade missions and foreign trade offices. Variou
efforts are made in areas ranging from industrial training through housing and community development,
export assistance and trade promotion, and small
business assistance. The state flirts with expanding
incentives and subsidies, but stay with its present practice. In effect, the Commonwealth's economic
development policy is the sum total of various unconnected policies and programs. The main thrust is
to preserve an attractive business climate based on low
taxes, modest wages, and moderate regulation.
Invisible Hand After a careful assessment,
Virginia's state and local governments abandon organized efforts to promote economic development,
concluding that what happens will be the product
of national economic trends and other forces outside its control. New industries and new jobs are
created in a changing economy, while other industries just hold on or decline despite anything
government does. Government is not smart enough
or agile enough to anticipate needs. It cannot commit enough resources to make a difference, nor can
it salvage individual firms. The Commonwealth also
concludes that most corporate location and expansion decisions occur for reasons outside government
influence. Organized industrial recruitment programs
do little to sway those decisions. Deal-sweetening
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E~(Jn.0I1!!~~e,,~/opmentStrategies:
A

Checklist

Taken t~gether,the

following questions make up a checklist that can be used to take the measure of any economic develop~
put forward for Virginia. A 'no' answer to any question indicates that the proposed scheme ought to get a
naro loqk.·to see whether it is a sound plan and whether it is truly strategic.
rne~t~trategyt~atis

Is the strategy:
• foundedona clear understanding of forces that will
determine the direction of the Virginia economy over
the decades ahead?

DOE!$lhe strategy:
.Off~f . acl~a~ vi~ion of economic goals and objectives,

bgsed()n arE3alistic analysis of what is achievable with
available resources?
• rest on a consensus of business leaders, top govern~
mental officials, and citizens? Is it the result of a
wi.de~raoging, informed public debate over what kind of
, "ecqnomic future Virginians want?

• build on a clear~headed analysis of the state's
economy-its strengths and weaknesses, its assets
and liabilities?
• take into account the environmental impacts of the
growth aridqevelopment patterns it seeks to promote?

• take into account the needs of individuals and groups
thaT have not shared in the Commonwealth's growth?
• show an explicit understanding of the competitive
chaJlen~ge$ Virginia faces from within the U.S. and from
overseas?
• balance growth-from~within and growth-from~without?
'. define a role for small and new businesses-in recent
years a well~spring of job creation?
• take into account the strengths and weakness of the
state's work force, and propose steps to make sure
Virginia's workers can compete?

6'

incentives have little impact-they are bonuses for
companies that have already made up their minds
about what they are going to do.
Numbers Racket State government abandons
its industrial marketing program. But to help companies that might locate or expand in Virginia, the state
maintains an office to supply research data on economic conditions, state and local taxes, business
regulation, industrial sites, transportation and public
utilities, available shell buildings, local labor forces,
and the like. It also refers clients to local economic
developers.
We Have it Made in Virginia Virginia makes
manufacturing the keystone ofits strategy. Ignoring those
who see a further loss of markets and jobs to rivals overseas, Virginia forecasts that corporate restructuring and
downsizing and new production methods will bring about
a renewal in American manufactluing. By moving aggressively, Virginia can build on its assets and position
itself in the vanguard of that renewal. In a variation on
this strategy, Smoke stack chasing, Virginia successfully recruits branch-plant manufacturing operations of large

• prOVide for building and maintaining the physical infrastructure needed to support the Commonwealth's vitality?
• reflect an objective evaluation (drawing on impartial
research findings) of the effectiveness of business
incentives and subsidies?
• address the needs of the stressed regions and localities?
Does the strategy apply as much to Halifax and Galax as
to Fairfax?
• reconcile the need to stimulate and maintain growth in
some localities with the need to manage the rapid growth
of others?
• coordinate public and pr\vate pro rams and state and
local efforts?
• entertain initiatives in all areas of potential growth? Or
does it assume, without compelling objective evidence,
that anyone sector (like manufacturing or agriculture)
is primary?
• establish a framework within which state and local
policies and programs work in a concerted, mutually
reinforcing way to achieve overarching state objectives?
• focus on a few key areas? Or does it try to do a little of
everything?

Does the strategic plan:
• embody a genuine strategy, or is it a compendium of
eXisting policies and programs dressed up as a strategy?
• embody a commitment to act? Does it specify who is to
do what, by when, and with what resources? Does it focus
responsibility for implementing the plan?
• contain benchmarks for assessing progress in achieving
the state's strategic vision?

corporations. In another variation, Back to basics) Virginia
relies on the low-wage, non-union manufacturing that
produced the state's success during the 50s and 60s.
As the real wages of American workers fall and wages
paid workers in the third world rise, Virginia workers
regain their cost competitiveness and basic Virginia
industries like furniture, textiles, and apparel undergo
a resurgence.
Factory of the Future Virginia's stresses manufacturing but with a difference. Since manufacturing
is vital to much of the Commonwealth, Virginia has
no choice but to protect and enhance its manufacturing base. The Commonwealth takes steps to provide
direct, hands-on assistance to Virginia manufacturers, especially small and mid-sized companies. Industrial
extension programs and state-sponsored manufacturing networks help companies adopt advanced
manufacturing technologies, improve their management practices, and develop new products and markets.
With state assistance, many Virginia manufacturers
meet international quality standards, increasing sales,
cutting costs, and improving profits.
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Build It & They Will Come Instead of recruiting industry, Virginia embarks on a mammoth
effort to build the infrastructure needed to support
growth-roads and bridges, water and sewer systems, and waste disposal sites. It prepares industrial
sites and helps construct industrial parks, shell buildings, and industrial access roads. It invests in
high-speed and branch-line rail as well as airports
and seaport facilities. And it drives down the fast
lane of the information superhighway, installing
fiber optic cable and other advanced telecommunications capability.
Down on the Farm Virginia moves to invigorate its food and fiber industries. An expanded food
products industry, new crops, expanded overseas
marketin ,a d farmers' markets spur a renewal in
agriculture. New life is put into agricultural
extension, and Virginia Tech and other universities
expand their services to agribusiness. Mountains of
timber, coupled with technological innovations, are
the basis for expanded wood products industries.
World Trade Center Buoyed by a weak dollar, Virginia redoubles its efforts to build on its world
class seaport and Dulles Airport, to capitalize on
mushrooming trade with Europe and Asia and emerging new markets in Mrica and Latin America. A
major export center is built next to Dulles airport,
and a major jetport serving the southeast U.S. is
built west of the Hampton Roads. A push i made
to develop export-oriented manufacturers to supplement export of coal and grain. Marketing advice
and financial help is given to businesses seeking to
export. Giant steps are taken to upgrade the state's
world trade infrastructure. Virginia's high school
and college students are trained to be successful in
international business.
Putting People First Virginia realizes that the
quality of its Nork force may determine how well it
fares in the global economic struggle. State and local governments-in tandem with business, schools,
and community and 4-year colleges-mount an allout effort to enhance the skills of Virginia's present
and future workers. For the next three decades, the
bulk of the labor force will be made up of adults
who are already working. So an all-out effort is made
to educate and train adults who already have jobs
but who may lack the knowledge and skills needed
to succeed in the future. A big push is made to upgrade elementary and secondary education, especially
vocational education, and to launch apprenticeship
programs.
Enterprise, Inc. Recognizing small business as
a potent source of jobs, Virginia does everything it
can to grow small businesses and nurture new
enterprises. Access to capital is critical for small companies and start-up ventures, so state government

supplies venture capital and other help in obtaining financing. It also helps entrepreneurs to convert
ideas into business plans and plans into products.
Because small businesses are unstable and failure rates
high, the state expands small business development
centers and other consulting and training services.
The result is a flowering of enterprises that
more than offsets job losses in large firms and the
military.
Hi Tech Virginia seeks to copy the Research
Triangle Park, Route 128, and the Silicon Valley.
The Commonwealth builds on its Northern Virginia high-tech base and spawns high-technology
companies. Because high-technology industries are
dynamic but unstable, it is easy to guess wrong about
which ones to push. Nevertheless, Virginia actively
promotes biomedical engineering, biotechnology,
applied light source, and ocean and space-based industries as well as software and other computer-based
and microelectronics industries. High-tech research
parks sprout up around universities in Richmond,
Blacksburg, and Charlottesville.
Swords & Plowshares With so much at stake,
Virginia pulls out all the stops to help defense contractors adapt to cuts in military spending by creating
new products and seeking new markets. The state
steps in with loans and consulting help. Large-scale
programs are put in place to retrain displaced defense workers and discharged military personnel, as
well as to assist communities affected by spending
cuts and base closings.
Vermont Virginia makes a controversial decision-it says 'no' to growth. Casting its lot with
the Vermonts and Oregons, the state concludes that
the cost of most growth-in increased services, environmental degradation, and reduced quality of
life-far exceeds the benefits. Metropolitan areas step
on the brake to end sprawl and congestion. Rural
and metropo itan fringe areas a opt tig t an use
controls. Welcoming only environmentally benign
industries, the state shuts down its industrial marketing program and stiffens environmental
regulations.
Give'em a Break Virginia amends its constitution and sweetens the pot of incentives it offers.
Virginia ignores the research that shows incentives
have little effect on corporate location decisions.
Arguing that Virginia can expand only by reaching
out, state officials say that the pursuit of industry is
a buyer's market where companies demand and get
incentives. Like it or not, without offering incentives, Virginia cannot prevail. The state turns a deaf
ear to Virginia companies that complain of unequal
treatment and bids aggressively for new industry.
Regional Development Realizing that the
state's growth has been uneven and that high-growth

Virginia needs an
economic strategyone based on where
the Commonwealth
is headed, not
where it has been.
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than offset the fact that tourism is seasonal and
cyclical and that many tourism jobs are low pay.
Post-industrial Society Virginia opts for creating knowledge and processing information over
producing goods. Building on Northern Virginia
and its information-technology base, Virginia becomes home to information and technology-based
industries, sophisticated business services, and corporate headquarters. Rural areas and small
communities house back-room operations linked by
fiber optic cable and satellites to world centers.
The point is that many strategies are available.
The choice ofany strategy-one ofthese or some other
one--ought to follow a full public debate. Such a debate
shoul b basedon oun ,0 0 i i i n ou
the benefits and costs that are likely to follow from
the selection of any particular strategy. The assumptions behind the strategy should be identified and
tested against knowledgeable forecast ofwhere the
economy is headed.

LWARD A NEW DOMINION
Crafting an effective economy strategy will not be
easy. The difficulties are legion, the choices hard.
Yet this is no time for half-measures, for ducking
reality, for parti anship and elf- erving bureaucracy.
t take i nothing Ie s than our future pro perity
and our future quality of life. Virginia needs an
economic trategy-one based on where the
Commonwealth is headed not where it ha been.
More important, it needs the right trategy. •
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areas can fend for themselves, Virginia revamp its
economic development approach and targets resources
at localities and regions that are in economic trouble.
In practice, this means that state policies are oriented toward older central cities and to areas outside
the Commonwealth's growth centers and growth
corridors. The state locates its facilities and uses its
infrastructure investments, incentives, and marketing muscle to stimulate the economies of struggling
areas of the Commonwealth.
Pick & Choose Following other states, Virginia embraces an explicit industrial policy and moves
consciously to devote the bulk of its development
resources to promoting several industries where it
is felt state assistance will pay the greatest dividends.
Virginia knows that it ha only 0 many r sour s
to devote to economic development 0 it must place
its bets where the payoff is greatest. The benefits of
a selective, sector-ba ed approach more than offset
the trouble that results from picking winner and
(implicitly) losers.
Virginia is for Lovers With its matchless hi tory, scenery, and recreation and its mid-Ea toast
location next to Wa hington, D.C., Virginia presses
to become a major international tourist destination
and expands state advertising dollars both here and
abroad. Loans and grants are made to develop tourist attraction and facilitie . Regional touri m councils
are encouraged and backed with tate dollars. pcial efforts are made to promote tourism in region
that are far away from the main attractions. T ouri ts spend dollar and a k for little in public services.
he jobs and income that tourism generates more
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